[Soft tissue reconstruction by dynamic skin suture].
Often the necessity is given, that large soft tissue defects of most diverse genesis have to be supplied. Because it means always substantial disadvantages for the person affected, it applies to perform the reconstructions so fast and as carefully as possible. If there is spare tissue needed for the compensation of the defect this has to come from the direct neighbourhood so that the tissue matches in colour and texture with the surrounding skin. This procedure concerns in particular the face, which as communication level of first degree may not be disturbed by repulsive stigmas and defects. For the creation of appropriate defect closure offers itself the dynamic skin suture, with which local identical material is used and enables the aesthetically and fastidious rehabilitation. The former Ethiflex Set of the company Ethicon is unfortunately not any more sold, but the technology is to be accomplished just as successfully with simple suction hoses. The method is presented in its handling and the clinical employment with the pertinent results.